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Welcome
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(Abraham Maslow 1908-1970) 

Challenge of complexity

Quelle: TUM
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interest, talent

tools

ways of thinking… 
abstraction, modelling, 
scientific processes

experiences… 
interfaces

reduction of the reality,  
realization

Organizing complexity: disciplines
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interest, talent

tools

ways of thinking, 
abstraction, 
modelling,
scientific processes

experiences… 
interfaces

reduction 
of the reality,  
realization

Complexity…

transdisciplinarity
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Future Design
Explorative Approach of New Options

Human Centered 

Approach
Holistic Systems´ Approach

Product and

Production Orientation
Engineering Artefact Approach

Technology based treatment of problems

New Perspectives
"We can't solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created them.“  Albert Einstein

Design Methodologies - Industrial Design - Digital 

Fabrication

Design-based Business Development - Design Thinking

„Logic will get you from A to B“ 

Shaping the future

„Imagination will take you everywhere“ 



New Professionals



“Technology and Arts” 

What is technology?

• Is it the system of utilitarian solutions that responds to human needs and societal

challenges, to clear purposes? 

• Is it the shaping of reality through analytical, physical and numerical models and 

the products and systems derived from them?

• … 

Perhaps, it would be even more helpful and interesting to answer the question on 

what technology is not?
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What is art? 

• Is an excellent technological solution not art? 

• Are not science and technology artistically impressive (new worlds and new

realities)? 

• Is art

 …an imitation of nature that conveys the notion of a cosmic order that we

cannot otherwise grasp? 

 …mainly the ability to experience the beautiful?

 …
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Technology and Arts



What is art? What is technology?
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• As engineers or technically oriented professionals we should be conscious if our

actions are overly based on utilitarian and technology-oriented paradigms.

• As artists we should have a sense if our actions are mainly limited to "l´art pour

l´art" free from purposes.

• When working together and reflecting our paradigms new perspectives will arise.

“Technology and Arts” 



Introduction to TUM: Junge Akademie 

What is TUM: Junge Akademie
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TUM: Junge Akademie

Workshops and 
events

Project phase

Mentors
Professors and Emeriti of Excellence

External partners

Interdisciplinary 
exchange with fellow 
students

Network

Personal Development 
and Impact

Taskforces



Introduction to TUM: Junge Akademie 

Active Membership
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Preliminary
Admission

Final Admission



 Grow by working in a scientific, socially 
relevant and interdisciplinary project

 Act as a member in an interdisciplinary 
network of dedicated students, 
researchers and professors

 Benefit from a variety of trainings, 
workshops and cultural events

 Profit from advice and criticism given 
by experts in their fields

 Realize your ambitious ideas in an 
environment that opens doors and 
provides you with a network of 
opportunities

 Have fun and be inspired by working 
with ambitious people

 Commit to the project of your choice

 Contribute to the program by working in 
a taskforce, as a tutor, or in a senior 
project

 Shape the program by actively 
participating in a taskforce

 Participate in at least 6 of 8 workshops 
and events

 Schedule sufficient time 
(approximately five hours a week)

 Challenge yourself, both personally and 
professionally

What you get What you give

What you can expect and what is expected from you

Introduction to TUM: Junge Akademie 
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Insights from Current Members

Project year 2017/II – Team SchaschLeak
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Insights from Current Members

Project year 2019 – Team Africast

rebrand.ly/africast-ep1

Enjoy our first podcast episode



Insights from Current Members

Events 2018/19
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Insights from Current Members

Events 2018/19
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The Application Process

Deadlines and required documents

Required documents for application

• Letter of motivation

• Your CV

• Grade Report from your University

• perception (essay/video) regarding 

this year’s call

• In case of an unsolicited application:

A letter of support by a professor 

Nomination

Jul

Kick-Off 
Weekend

Nov

Application 
Deadline:

September  
15th

Sep

Selection 
Days

Oct

Selection Days

Be present on one of the two days

• Interviews with tutors and mentors

• Exchange of your ideas and views on 

that year’s call
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Taskforces

• CAP (contacts, alliances, partners)

• Events

• International Cooperation

• Marketing

• Members

• Mentoring





“Can I spend time abroad during the project phase?”

Make sure that you:

• Accomplish a strong role in the project and a taskforce!

• Don’t underestimate the commitment!

• Don’t abandon your teams!

At the same time:

• We want you to grow!

• See the world, make experiences, 

build a global network.

• Add an international perspective 

to the project.

• Contribute from abroad.

Questions & Answers

Frequently asked questions

Places members have visited during the 2014/15 project phase
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Questions & Answers

“I am in a late stage of my studies and might leave Munich within the next 

1.5 years. Does it still make sense to apply for the program?”

If you are not sufficiently present the program will not be of much use to you.

Your teams rely on you just like you rely on them!

• Make sure you can actively contribute to the project and the network.

• Ask yourself: “Do I really benefit from the program?”

→ In case of doubt come talk to us.

Frequently asked questions
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We are looking forward to receiving your 

applications!

Thank you for your attention!



Your Questions

Questions & Answers
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